June 12, 2015

To whom it may concern:

Utah Valley University Pre-Engineering program is in need of two TA’s for the academic year 2015/16 and beyond. Graduate students or students in their senior year of undergraduate program are preferred. One of the qualified candidates must be able to assist students in Statics, Mechanics of Materials, and Dynamics. The other TA must be knowledgeable in Matlab and perhaps somewhat in Materials Science.

Required commitment will be ten to fifteen hours per week. Salary will be similar to what BYU would pay for the same job and students will be compensated for the travel.

Qualified and interested students need to contact me, Miss Erin Daniel, or Miss Heather Anderson in early part of August as I will be out of the country until August. We appreciate your interest in helping students succeed.

Masood Amin
801-863-8805
aminma@uvu.edu

Erin Daniel
801-863-8356
edaniel@uvu.edu

Heather Anderson
Heather.anderson@uvu.edu